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INTRODUCTION 

Thanks, Sam. 

Gentlemen, after a year as difficult as 1987, you begin to wonder 

if the anti-smokers have employed gremlins or leprechauns to 

cause additional mischief in their efforts to put our industry 

out of business. 

You and I both know we ca'nnot put our challenges off to 

magic ... nor can we rely on it to win. ~t takes superhuman -- not 
supernatural -- work, planning, resource use and proper execution 

of strategies to protect the legitimate rights of the tobacco 

industry. That's what we continue to offer for 1988 and beyond. 

On the smoking restriction front, Ge didn't need a crystal ball 

to tell us that the Surgeon General's report and the National 

Academy of Sciences study would be major thorns in our side in 

1987. And we didn't need a band of gypsies to point out the 

problems we were to face with excise taxes. As we predicted last 

year, the width and breadth of the challenges in the states 

during 1987 was unprecedented. 
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For 1988, we don't need a fortuneteller to tell us there will be 

no free ride on our key issues, or that some long-buried topics 

will resurface, We know it and you know it, 

That's why we've already held formal planning and strategy 

meetings with our field staff and legislative counsel from around 

the country, That's why we've briefed our key allies in the 

wholesaler community and elsewhere. That's why we have -- with 
Public Affairs -- taken inventory of existing resources and are 

working to develop additional tools. That's why we continue to 

work closely with your government affairs personnel ... through our 
State Activities Policy Committee. I believe we have laid a 

solid foundation to meet the challenges we are sure to face in 

1988. I 

For the next few minutes, I will review our key issues and 

trouble spots for 1988. We will also take a look at some of the 

ways in which we plan to use our resources to deal with these 

issues. Through the specific examples of our efforts in 

California, Oregon and Minnesota, I hope to provide an overview 

of just what it will take to win in 1988. 

Let's begin with the tax situation. 

TOBACCO TAXES 
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Historically, fewer state cigarette tax increases are proferred 

during even-numbered years. Nonetheless, the sentiment that 

punitive "sin taxes" carry little election-year baggage is likely 

to keep the tobacco tax issue in the forefront of many state 

legislatures. 

~t this point, we expect states to give close attention to 

cigarette and other tobacco product taxes. We are especially 

mindful of potentially serious tax challenges in California, 

I I I and . We are also likely 

to see renewed attempts to increase tobacco excises in some local 

areas such as 
- 1  - and 

Perhaps the most intrigui'ng -- and damaging -- tax measure we 
will face in 1988 comes from California, a state that has not 

raised its excise rate since 

AS you know, anti-tobacco forces were stymied in the legislature 

in attempts to pass ACA 14. ACA 14 was a constitutional 

amendment to increase the cigarette tax by 25 cents per pack, to 

impose proportionate excises on other tobacco products and to 

earmark the new monies to a variety of programs ... including 
indigent medical care, health research, anti-tobacco education 

and fire prevention. 

The sponsor of that failed legislation spearheaded the "Coalition 

for a Health California," and on October 14, he filed an 
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initiative petition which includes most of the provisions in his 

defeated bill. 

Earlier this month, the initiative was certified and proponents 

have until to collect the 372,000 valid signatures to place 

the tax on the November 1988 ballot. 

Working closely with your government affairs staffs, we have 

selected a campaign firm to work with us to prevent passage of 

this 25-cent per pack initiative. This will not be an easy or 

inexpensive effort ... experience tells us that successful 
California initiative battles such as this could cost as much as 

$10 million. 

I 

Our plan is ambitious and entails extensive media work, voter 

education, advertising plans, the use of flyers, phone banks, 

direct mail, and all manner of other grassroots-type activities. 

Your companiesr assistance is vital to our success. 

I emphasize our California effort simply to show you what 

resources and techniques we apply -- in some degree -- in all 

serious tax challenges ... in addition, tax battles may call for 
support from economic expert witnesses, detailed informational 

reports on regressivity and bootlegging and other economic models 

to point up the pitfalls of tobacco excise tax increases. 

In California, it will come down to our ability to educate the 
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voting public. In most states, it comes down to educating key 

lawmakers and key constituent groups ... and getting those tobacco 
and nontobacco groups to work with us to fight tobacco taxes. 

SMOKING RESTRICTIONS 

Unlike taxes, smoking restriction legislation is not affected by 

the election-year calendar. Each year the issue continues to 

receive high-profile attention in the states. Further, local 

anti-smoking efforts show every sign of continuing their growth 

in total number and in geographic spread. 

We expect difficult restr'iction battles in I 1 - 1  

- 1  - and . Locally, 
- 1  - I  

- 1  - and are a few of the key communities in which 

the issue will rise. In total, we could face the issue in 

states and in localities. 

Should the New York State Court of Appeals uphold earlier rulings 

invalidating the Public Health Council's regulation of smoking, 

the industry will confront a rash of efforts at both the state 

and local levels in New York. Whatever the outcome in New York, 

we are ready to face a regulatory versus legislative restriction 

assault in New York and other states. 

Further, intrastate airline smoking bans may emerge in states 
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looking at the California example. 

Anti-tobacco initiatives appear to be in vogue for 1988...in 

California it's taxes...in Oregon, it's a severe smoking 

restriction measure. 

The Oregon initiative was formally filed in July ... if adopted by 
the Oregon voters, it would effectively ban smoking in 

workplaces, restaurants and most other indoor places open to the 

public. Proponents have until early July 1988 to submit the 

relatively small number of signatures necessary to place the 

issue on the ballot. 

The industry has obtained public relations initiative experts to 

combat the initiative question. Like California, this initiative 

fight will be difficult and expensive. (need a bit more on this 

effort) 

Taxes and smoking restrictions are, of course, not our only 

issues of concern. 

Congressional debate on the prohibition of tobacco advertising, 

sampling and promotion is likely to keep these issues active in 

the state and local arenas. 
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we can expelt important tests in - 1  - 1  - and 

In all may see sampling and advertising measures introduced in 

states in 1988. Localities such as 
- 1  - and 

those in the states of and are apt to give serious 

attention to the sampling question as well. 

On a related subject, we look for ' - and to 

introduce bills to ban or restrict the sale of cigarettes through 

vending machines, and for additional emphasis on ad bans for mass 

transit vehicles as we saw this year with the MTA Board in New 

York City. Prime hotspots could be - 1  - and 

"SELF-EXTINGUISHING" 

On the backburner since 1984, the "self-extinguishing' cigarette 

issue is back, both in Congress and in the states. Legislation 

to require cigarettes to meet "fire-safety" standards has been 

prefiled for 1988 in California, Minnesota and Mew York and can 

also be expected in 
- 1  - and 

OTHER ISSUES 

Other issues that we will follow closely in 1988 include 

"ingredients disclosure" measures and a continued monitoring of 
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product liability bills. 

Finally, if the past three years are any indication, State 

~ctivities expertise will be utilized on such federal issues as 

taxes, airline and other restrictions, the ad ban question and 

the "self-extinguishing" cigarette concept. During 1987, we 

devoted about one-fourth of our time to various federal issues. 

We are prepared to go to the federal mat again in 1988. 

USE OF RESOURCES 

Clearly, the challenges before us in 1988 are extensive. We 

believe, however, that we' have the right people, plans and 

resources to give as good as we get from the antis on all fronts. 

~t remains true that our primary resource in any battle in any 

state is our legislative counsel -- or lobbyist. Those ladies 

and gentlemen know the key players, know our issues and know 

which resources will have the most impact in their states. 

For 1988, we have made a few prudent changes in our lobbyist 

corps, augmenting our forces where necessary and replacing 

counsel in some select locations where action was necessary. 

With the able assistance of our Public Affairs Division, we at 

headquarters provide our lobbyists with a wide assortment of 
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hatracks...a long line of places where lawmakers may hang their 

hats and take our side on the tobacco issues at hand. 

Tax Resources 

In the tax area, we have assembled a team of economic experts who 

are able to address the issue. We have the ability to provide 

targeted tax Itwhite papersm to help our lobbyists and allies in 

any given state. 

During the past year we in State Activities have been 

particularly impressed with the broad coalition assembled to 

defeat excise tax increases at the federal level. Right now we 

are working with Public Affairs to adopt some of those same 

resources for state use. 

The Coalition Against Regressive Taxation (CART), Citizens for 

Tax Justice, and minority groups are just a few of the key, 

nontobacco allies we plan to employ more fully during our 1988 

tax year. Pete Sparber and his people have promised to assist us 

in every way to turn this coalition effort into a state success 

this year. 

Smoking Restrictions 
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On the smoking restriction issue, you are aware of our experts 

and how they are employed. For hearings and for personal, 

one-on-one meetings with lawmakers and allies, we use scientific 

witnesses from IAPAG ... we use Gray Robertson and his ACVA 
colleagues in much the same way to help lawmakers understand that 

the issue is much broader than smoking and that there will not be 

clean indoor air until people realize what the real culprits are 

-- poor ventilation systems and maintenance and other indoor 

pollutants. 

Next year we also plan to conduct several PASS projects to 

illustrate in another manner that ETS is a very small part of the 

indoor air quality equation. 

1 

Additionally, we will use  economic arguments and experts to show 

the costs involved with smoking restrictions ... Public Affairs has 
provided several video tapes that address the indoor air 

pollution question and all its various components. 

Through the use of media tours by Gray Robertson and "Truth 

Squad" media appearances by ETS experts, we hope to defray 

attention from the ETS issue to the broad subject of clean indoor 

air. 

One relatively new area of Public Affairs assistance -- about 

which we are very much excited -- is the expanded use of labor 
and other allies to carry this ventilation message to lawmakers, 
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media opinion makers and others. 

One of our chief arguments when battling smoking restriction 

measures is that to focus on tobacco smoke is to miss the point 

of indoor air pollution ... smoking is a symptom, not a cause, of 
the problem. That argument leads, naturally enough, to the next 

question: should we, as lawmakers, push for measures to improve 

indoor air in general and forget all this attention on smoking 

restrictions? 

For 1988 -- in certain areas -- the answer may be yes, indeed. 

Next year -- with Public Affairs assistance -- we will attempt to 

work with some natural al1lies in labor to broaden the issue past 

smoking restrictions toward a push for real action on indoor air 

pollution. We are already laying the groundwork for this 

activity in New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 

Minnesota and perhaps Oregon. 

Through the tobacco industry labor management committee, we are 

working with Public Affairs to take the next step past the Gray 

Robertson explanation of the indoor air pollution problem toward 

a comprehensive approach to solving the problem ... and in the 
process we hope to deflect attention away from ETS and smoking 

restrictions and broaden the scope of the debate. 

Why is labor an ally in this effort? Simple ... Money. Labor sees 
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the indoor air pollution issue as an organizing tool to expand 

membership and as a rallying issue for members. 

Labor also sees dollar signs in ventilation. If we succeed in 

encouraging improved ventilation, labor contractors stand to 

realize tidy contracts by retrofitting existing buildingst 

ventilation systems and in the installation of such systems for 

new buildings. 

While this approach has solid benefits, it will not work 

everywhere and it will also require extensive and continuous 

massaging from public Affairs. 

Nevertheless, union leade'rs in New England are already moving in 

this direction and helping us along the way. The Massachusetts 

state AFL-CIO, for example, adopted three pro-industry 

resolutions this fall -- one dealing with clean indoor air, one 

in opposition to excise taxes and one regarding free speech and 

advertising restrictions. 

The Minnesota Experiment 

While we have an impressive array of experts, arguments, 

resources and allies to bring to any tobacco issue, success 

usually hinges on our ability to show popular support for our 

positions. We live in no ivory tower. We know that the 

anti-tobacco forces are active and have a large cadre of paid and 
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voluntary support. One need look no further than Minnesota in 

1987 to see that point. 

~f nothing else, our experience in Minnesota this year has helped 

us organize improved efforts past some of our traditional 

approaches to all our issues. You have seen our Minnesota plan. 

ltrs comprehensive. And it's a plan that -- to a large degree -- 

will be employed across the country in other tough situations, be 

the subject taxes, restrictions, sampling or some other issue. 

Our strategies are already underway in Minnesota and elsewhere. 

Basically, the new element is the "human factorN...to put 

lawmakers on a first-name basis with tobacco people from their 

districts and to encourag'e those tobacco industry individuals to 

become and remain active in the political process. The goal is a 

sophisticated remodeling of our basic TAN program for certain 

locations. 

For 1988, we plan to bring tobacco constituents face to face with 

their lawmakers. We are developing a tobacco political identity 

past that which is possible through mass-mail campaigns and phone 

bank operations. It will not be easy, but it is necessary. 

Again, the techniques described are from the Minnesota plan, but 

can be tailored to any styate and any issue. 

Grassroots education seminars/mobilizations 
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--introduce tobacco industry participants to the legislative 

process 

--educate volunteers about tobacco bills likely to receive 

high-profile attention 

---outline programs for phone banks, mailings, personal 

visits back home and at the state capitol 

Get-acquainted seminars with legislators 

--one-on-one communications between constituent industry 

representatives and lawmakers 

I 

--a continuation of honoraria and contributions programs 

Local media/business/labor education meetings to encourage 

more positive press coverage and to expand our allied base 

The idea is to make lawmakers aware that there is a severe 

downside to anti-tobacco legislation and to negate the free ride 

the antis have often received with the media. For this plan to 

work in Minnesota or anywhere else, solid cooperation between the 

Institute, member company personnel, wholesaler groups and others 

is essential. 
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CONCLUSION 

There is no magic formula to winning at any level of goverment. 

Winning requires solid people resources, people armed with the 

best factual information and experts available to back up their 

political expertise. 

We think we have the players to hold the line and maintain a high 

batting average for 1988. Further we believe the emphasis on 

personal constituent contact with lawmakers will give us a new 

weapon in several key battle states like Minnesota. 

Again, we thank you for your outstanding support. I can assure 

you that we continousLy w'ork to analyze what resources work and 

which do not. ..and we will not hesitate to explore new approaches 

to any issue we face. 

Thank you. 
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